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Note on English translation / Hinweise zur englischen Fassung
This is a translation of the System Data Sheet valid in Germany.
All stated details and properties are in compliance with the regulations of the German standards and building
regulations. They are only applicable for the specified products, system components, application rules, and
construction details in connection with the specifications of the respective certificates and approvals.
Knauf Gips KG denies any liability for applications outside of Germany as this requires changes acc. to the respective
national standards and building regulations.
Dies ist eine Übersetzung des in Deutschland gültigen Detailblattes. Alle angegebenen Werte und Eigenschaften
entsprechen den in Deutschland gültigen Normen und bauaufsichtlichen Regelungen. Sie gelten nur bei Verwendung
der angegebenen Produkte, Systemkomponenten, Anwendungsregeln und Konstruktionsdetails in Verbindung mit
den Vorgaben der bauaufsichtlichen Nachweise.
Die Knauf Gips KG lehnt jegliche Haftung für Einsatz und Anwendung außerhalb Deutschlands ab, da in diesem Fall
eine Anpassung an nationale Normen und bauaufsichtliche Regelungen notwendig ist.
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Usage instructions
Notes

D425.de

D424.de

Notes on the document

Knauf System Data Sheets are the planning and application basis for the
planners and professional installers with the application of Knauf systems.
The contained information and specifications, constructions, details and
stated products are based, unless otherwise stated, on the Certificates of
Usability (e.g. National Technical Test Certificate (abP) valid at the date they
are published as well as on the applicable standards. Additionally, design and
structural requirements and those relating to building physics (fire resistance
and sound insulation) are considered.
The contained construction details are examples and can be used in a similar
way for various cladding variants of the respective system. At the same time,
the demands made on fire resistance and/or sound insulation as well as any
necessary additional measures and/or limitations must be observed.

References to other documents

System Data Sheets
■■ Suspended ceilings with non-perforated cladding, see System Data Sheet
D11.de Knauf Board Ceilings
■■ Dropped ceiling with lay-in assembly, see System Data Sheet D14.de
Knauf Acoustic Dropped Ceilings
Product Data Sheets
■■ Observe the product data sheets of the Knauf system components
Folders
■■ Fire resistance with Knauf BS1.de (German only)

Symbols in System Data Sheet
Legend symbols
1

Legend number that will be explained when used

Intended use of Knauf Systems
Please observe the following:

Caution

4

Knauf systems may only be used for the application cases
as stated in the Knauf documentation. In case thirdparty products or components are used, they must be
recommended or approved by Knauf. Flawless application
of products/systems assumes proper transport, storage,
assembly, installation and maintenance.

D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings

General notes on Knauf systems

Required planning specifications:
■■ Room width
■■ Planning documentation
■■ Perforation type: Standard perforation R / square perforation Q / nonperforated
■■ Frieze: Structure and width

Field of application

The data specified in this System Data Sheet only applies for ceiling linings /
suspended ceilings in interiors.

Notes on fire resistance

If the fire resistance effect from the classification of Knauf Free-Spanning
Acoustical Plank Ceilings is achieved without involvement or consideration of
the basic ceiling, the fire resistance is referred to as solely.
This is relevant in particular when the plenum is to be protected against
the exposure to fire from the room (fire resistance solely from below) or
a protective effect for the room against fire exposure in the plenum (fire
resistance solely from above) is the goal.
A combination of both requirements may be necessary depending on the
requirements stipulated by the building inspectorate and/or fire resistance
concept.

Construction notes

Movement joints
Movement joints have to be transferred into the construction of the freespanning ceilings. In the case of ceiling areas exceeding approx. 15 m in
length, or for narrow ceiling spaces (e.g. as caused by narrow ceiling spaces
due to a break in the wall).

Usage instructions
Certificate of Usability
Certificate of usability
D424.de

AbP P-2101/344/18-MPA BS

D425.de

AbP P-2101/339/18-MPA BS

Sound absorption

D424.de

Fire resistance

A 016-04.19

The stated constructional and structural properties, and characteristic building physics of Knauf systems can solely be ensured with the exclusive use of Knauf
system components, or other products expressly recommended by Knauf. The validity and up-to-datedness of the stated proofs have to be considered.

Notes on fire resistance

The specifications marked with
offer additional application options, which are not directly included in the Proof of Usability. On the basis of our technical
assessments, we assume that these marked design solutions can be assessed as a non-significant divergence. We can make the documentation on which this
assessment is based, such as surveyors' reports or technical assessments, available to you together with the Proof of Usability on request. We recommend
that a non-significant divergence be coordinated and authorised in advance in consultation between the persons responsible for fire resistance and/or the
relevant authorities.

D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings
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D425.de

Knauf System

Order information
Progress of the project
From the tender through to the building site

D425.de

D424.de

The systems Corridor F30 and Corridor F30 Swing are planned individually
for the project due to the custom design involved for individual projects. It all
starts with the planing and tender specifications by the architects. The draft for
creation of a tender is received via the professional installers and the building
material suppliers. This is where the SOKO department gets involved and
assess the planning of the architects with regard to its feasibility. If the go
ahead is received, the order is placed by the trade and the development of
the technical details can be undertaken. SOKO draws up a precise plan on
how the construction is to be implemented. The architect and the professional
installers examine the planning and approve it. Then the constructions are
manufactured at Knauf and send subsequently directly to the building site for
final assembly. A big plus: If a construction task required it, Knauf specialists
will even go to the building site to assist with difficult questions on location and
to ensure professional application and finishing.

Query, order, approve
Manufacturing drawings by
professional installers for dealers

Query, order, transfer the approval
Manufacturing drawings from dealers to Knauf internal
sales department

Delivery time commences after receipt of approved manufacturing plan
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Order, production planning
Order confirmation to dealer for
installer

Introduction
System overview
Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings

D424.de

Knauf Free-Spanning acoustical plank ceilings are accessible suspended ceilings. The perimeter design can be implemented with or without frieze. Various
variants and designs are available to satisfy the respective acoustical and visual requirements.

Free-spanning acoustical plank ceilings with mineral wool inlays, applied
on both sides on L brackets. The plank ceilings are easily demountable
enabling easy access to the plenum and simplifying maintenance on service
installations. Room widths without frieze up to 2520 mm are possible, with
frieze (suspended) they can be extended up to 1250 mm per side.
Surface colour RAL 9016 powder texture effect

D425.de Corridor F30 Swing
Fire resistance F30 - solely from below and from above
Free-spanning acoustical plank ceilings with mineral wool inlay, applied on
both sides from below and suspended in the suspension profiles, can be
individually folded and adjusted along the longitudinal direction of the corridor.
The plank ceiling can be opened without any tools. Room widths without frieze
up to 3072 mm are possible, with frieze (suspended) they can be extended up
to 1250 mm per side.
Surface colour RAL 9016 powder texture effect

D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings
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D425.de

D424.de Corridor F30
Fire resistance F30 - solely from below and from above

Data for planning
D424.de Corridor F30

D425.de

D424.de

Maximum room width without frieze

Maximum room width without frieze

Maximum room width without frieze
Element dimensions
(standard size)
Length
Width
mm
mm

Required plenum in dependence on the element length
Maximum room width
Without frieze

Height
mm

mm

F30 - solely from below and from above
500 – 2500
Note

396

65

< 2520

When applied with shadow gap + max. 30 mm

Edge types
Edge termination
Long side

Front side

Element length
l
mm

Required plenum height h
Without frieze
With frieze
mm
mm

1500

335

1700

358

1900

383

2000

386

2100

403

2300

417

2500

437

160

Service installations or other built-ins in the plenum may not be present in the
space required for insertion of the ceiling elements.
■■ Without frieze
h

Minimum height of the plenum / service installations
■■ 50 mm from ceiling contour

l
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■■ With frieze
h

Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
■■ With connection to lightweight partition F30
■■ When applied with shadow gap
■■ Attachment of loads to the basic ceiling through the elements
■■ With the installation of recessed luminaires
■■ With center suspension or corridor intersection
■■ When applied with bridging suspender
■■ With cut-to-fit ceiling element
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 is recommended.

l

Note

Observe the notes page 4.

Data for planning
D425.de Corridor F30 Swing

D425.de

D424.de

Maximum room width without frieze

Maximum room width without frieze

Maximum room width without frieze
Element dimensions
(standard size)
Length
Width
mm
mm

Maximum room width
Without frieze

Height
mm

mm

F30 - solely from above and from above
500 – 3000

396

67.5

< 3072

Edge types
Edge termination
Long
side

2

Front
side

1
1 Sealing tape 3 x 8 mm on long edge up to element length 2500 mm.
2 From 2500 mm to 3000 mm additional sealing tape 2 x 20 mm.
Minimum height of the plenum / service installations
■■ 50 mm from ceiling contour
Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
■■ With connection to lightweight partition F30
■■ Attachment of loads to the basic ceiling through the elements
■■ With the installation of recessed luminaires
■■ When level frieze application is used
■■ With corridor intersection
■■ When wall bracket 40 x 25 x 0.6 mm is used
■■ When applied with bridging suspender
■■ With cut-to-fit ceiling element
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 is recommended.

Note

Observe the notes page 4.
D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings
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Data for planning
Element design

D424.de

Cleaneo Modules – Corridor F30 (Swing)
Design

Perforation

Scheme drawings I Face side I All dimensions in mm

mm

Perforation
ratio of
element
%

Module
Width
(incl. sealing tape)
mm

Thickness

Weight

mm

mm

kg/m²

0.7/3.1 R

4.0

8/18 R

15.5

396

500 – 2500

65

396

500 – 2500

65

Standard square
perforation

8/18 Q

19.8

396

500 – 2500

65

Non-perforated

–

0.0

396

500 – 2500

65

0.7/3.1 R

4.0

396

500 – 3000

67.5

8/18 R

15.5

396

500 – 3000

67.5

Standard square
perforation

8/18 Q

19.8

396

500 – 3000

67.5

Non-perforated

–

0.0

396

500 – 3000

67.5

Length

Standard circular
perforation

approx. 38 - 42

D425.de Corridor F30 Swing

Standard circular perforation 0.7/3.1 R

Standard circular perforation 8/18 R

9 18

3.1

8 10 8 5

0.8

1.5

Non-perforated

Edge design elements scheme drawing

396
3

10

9
7.5

396

18
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approx. 39 - 43

Standard square: 8/18 Q

9 18

18
8 10 8 5

Standard circular
perforation

0.7

D425.de

D424.de Corridor F30
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Data for planning
Sound absorption - Fundamentals
Definitions

In contrast, there are materials that are highly sound absorbing. Should
100% of the impinging sound energy be absorbed, i.e. the sound energy is
fully converted to heat energy, the rated sound absorption coefficient αw is
practically 1.
αs indicates the values of the frequency-dependent sound absorption
coefficient measured in a reverberation chamber in third octaves. The
practical sound absorption coefficient is formed based on this factor.
αp are the values of the frequency-dependent, practical sound absorption
coefficient made up of three third octaves. They are frequently used for
frequency-dependent prognoses.
αw is the rated sound absorption coefficient. It is independent of the
frequency and specified as a single value quantity. The determination of
the single value quantity is undertaken in accordance with the procedure
described on page 12.
Shape indicators as suffixes to the rated sound absorption coefficient provide
some indication of whether an absorbing material is particularly effective in
the low, medium or high frequency range.
The following indicators are used:
■■ L, when the product is particularly effective in the low frequency range.
e.g. αw = 0.60 (L)
■■ M, when the product is particularly effective in the medium frequency
range.
e.g. αw = 0.70 (M)

Weighted sound absorption
coefficient
αw

Rating

≥ 0.80

Extremely absorbing

0.60 to 0.75

Highly absorbing

0.30 to 0.55

Absorbing

0.15 to 0.25

Hardly absorbing

≤ 0.10

Reflecting

D424.de

The building materials and substances used in a room can be sound
reflective from an acoustical point of view, so that they have no or very low
sound absorbing characteristics. In this case the rated sound absorption
coefficient αw is practically 0.

Sound absorption class and descriptive term acc. to VDI 3755

D425.de

Definitions of the sound absorption coefficients following
EN ISO 11654

Knauf sound absorption diagrams
On page 13, the frequency-dependent absorption values for room acoustic
prognoses as dependent on the perforation pattern are listed. In addition to
the values in tabular form, the curve progression of the frequency-dependent
absorption response is represented in a graph.
For planar surfaces, the characteristic quantity for the practical sound
absorption coefficient is the response between the octave frequencies of
125 Hz to 4000 Hz. Furthermore, the sound absorption coefficient αw is
specified as a single value quantity in addition to an NRC (Noise Reduction
Coefficient) for the products. The procedure for determination of the rated
sound absorption coefficient is explained on the following pages. The American
NRC quantity is determined from the αs values as an arithmetic mean value
of the third-octave frequencies 250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz, and
rounded off and expressed to the nearest multiple of 0.05.
The absorption values were determined by measurement in a reverberation
chamber in accordance with a standardized test procedure. The results of the
tests are compiled in a test certificate and can be requested from the Technical
Advisory Service.

■■ H, when the product is particularly effective in the high frequency range.
e.g. αw = 0.85 (H)
■■ Combinations are possible.
e.g. αw = 0.70 (MH)

D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings
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Data for planning
Sound absorption

1) Sound absorption coefficient

2) Weighted sound absorption coefficient

αS =

αw =

Sound absorption coefficient for third octave bandwidth
frequency-dependent value of sound absorption coefficient
acc. to DIN EN ISO 354, measured in third octave bands
Practical sound absorption coefficient
from αS on octave bands converted
acc. to DIN EN ISO 11654

Example for 500 Hz: αp 500 =

α s630

1.0

α s400

0.8

α p500

αS

0.6
0.4
0.2

αp

2000

0.6

negative
(≤ 0.10)

αw
0.75
Shifted reference curve

0.4
0.2

Reference curve

0
125

4000 Hz

3) Shape indicators

αp

0.8

5000

1000

2500
3150

500

1250
1600

250

630
800

315
400

160
200

100

0
125

Weighted sound absorption coefficient
acc to DIN EN ISO 11654
Single number parameter of sound absorption coefficient
determined from a shifted reference curve
(sum of all negative deviations ≤ 0.10) and the point of
intersection at 500 Hz acc. to DIN EN ISO 11654

Example:

3

α s500

1.0
Sound absorption coefficient

αS400 + αS500 + αS630

Sound absorption coefficient

αp =

250

500

1000

2000

4000

Hz

Hz

Example

αw with shape indicators = αw (...)
if αp exceeds the reference curve for a single octave frequency by ≥ 0.25
then add:
(L) at 250 Hz (M) at 500 or 1000 Hz (H) at 2000 or 4000 Hz

Standard square: 8/18 Q
with acoustical fleece
Perforation ratio: 19.8 %

Example (1000 Hz): 1.00 - 0.75 = 0.25 (≥ 0.25) = (L) → αw = 0.75 (L)

α p1000

1.0
Sound absorption coefficient

D425.de

D424.de

Determination of the single value quantity of the sound absorption coefficient αw

αw
0.75

0.8

1.00

αp
1.0

αp

0.8

0.75

Shifted reference curve

0.6

0.6
0.4

0.4
0.2

M

L

0.2

H

0

0
125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

Hz

αp

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

0.20

0.45

0.90

1.00

0.90

0.85

αw = 0.75 (M)
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Highly absorbing

Data for planning
Sound absorption
Cleaneo modules – Corridor F30 (Swing)
NRC

αw

Frequency-dependent absorption coefficient αp
125
Hz

250
Hz

500
Hz

1000
Hz

2000
Hz

4000
Hz

D425.de

Perforation pattern

D424.de

Cleaneo module element with acoustical fleece

Standard circular perforation
42.03.1

αp
1.0

0.7/3.1 R

0.8

0.80

0.75
(M)

0.15

0.45

0.85

1.00

0.85

0.70

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Perforation ratio: 4 %

125

250

42.02.1

αp
1.0

8/18 R

500 1000 2000 4000 Hz

0.8

0.80

0.75
(M)

0.15

0.45

0.90

1.00

0.90

0.75

0.6
0.4
0.2
0

Perforation ratio: 15.5 %

125

250

500 1000 2000 4000 Hz

Standard square perforation.
42.01.1

αp
1.0

8/18 Q

0.8

0.80

0.75
(M)

0.20

0.45

0.90

1.00

0.90

0.85

0.6
0.4
0.2

Perforation ratio: 19.8 %

0

125

250

500 1000 2000 4000 Hz

D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings
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Data for planning
Suspenders and accessories

Suspenders and accessories
Suspender stirrup set

Band grid suspender

Wall connection shoe

Wall connection bracket

Suspender for L bracket
with threaded rod

Suspender for C band grid profile
100 or 150 with threaded rod

Wall connection shoe for
bridging suspender

Wall connection bracket for
bridging suspender

D425.de

D424.de

Suspenders and accessories

Band grid suspender stirrup (Set)

Band grid suspender stirrup (Set)

Suspender stirrup

Suspender for C band grid profile 100 or 150 for
direct installation along the bridging suspender

Suspender for C band grid profile 100 or 150 for
direct installation transversely on the bridging
suspender

Suspender for bridging suspender with threaded
rod

Notes

14

Select suspenders and accessories to suit the structural requirements.
Threaded rod, nuts and washers not supplied from the Knauf product portfolio.

D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings

Data for planning
Ceiling plan
Ceiling plan

Legend:
A = Long wall, frieze connection (constructional)
C = Long side element joint
D = Front side wall, frieze connection (loadbearing)
E = Intermediate support (loadbearing or constructional)
SO = Built-in luminaire, surface mount luminaire and ballasts

A
A
C
C

D

D

SO
Luminaire unit
SO

C
C

SO
Surface mount luminaire
E

E

SO

E

E

D

A

GK frieze

GK frieze
D

A

D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings
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D425.de

View from above

D424.de

Scheme drawing

Construction details
D424.de Corridor F30
Scale 1:5 I Dimensions in mm

D424.de-D2 Loadbearing connection to lightweight partition
Knauf Cavity Dowel Hartmut,
in metal studs and in each section
of the wall, a ≤ 312.5 mm

Use non-combustible fasteners and anchors
suited to the substrate
Sealing tape

65

67

65

Sealing tape
67

D424.de-D1 Loadbearing connection to solid wall

D425.de

Corridor F30
Wall bracket 51 x 40 x 2 mm

Corridor F30
Wall bracket 51 x 40 x 2 mm
Element length

≤ 10

Element length

≤ 10

40
≥ 100

40

Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended

D424.de-D4 Load-bearing connection to solid wall

D424.de-D3 Loadbearing connection to lightweight partition
Knauf Cavity Dowel Hartmut, in
metal studs and in each section
of the wall, a ≤ 312.5 mm

Use non-combustible fasteners and anchors
suited to the substrate

65

65
Corridor F30
Wall bracket 51 x 40 x 2 mm
15 mm Fireboard

Corridor F30
Wall bracket 51 x 40 x 2 mm
15 mm Fireboard
≤ 10

Element length

≤ 10
≥ 100

≤ 15

Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended

67

Sealing tape

Sealing tape
67

D424.de

Details

Element length

≤ 15

Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended

Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics

Notes
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For spacing of fasteners on solid wall see installation of
D424.de page 34.
For loadbearing connection on non-parallel walls fix each
element with 2 rivets. See also page 35.

Construction details
D424.de Corridor F30
Details

Scale 1:5 I Dimensions in mm

D424.de-C1 Element joint with backing
■■ First and last element joint
100
Drywall Screw
TN 3.5 x 45, a ≤ 625 mm

65

67

65

GKF covering strips

Sealing tape

Corridor F30

Corridor F30
Wall bracket 51 x 40 x 2 mm

First or last
element joint

Element width

D425.de

Use non-combustible fasteners and
anchors suited to the substrate
Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
for end element on site

≤ 10

D424.de

D424.de-A1 Structural connection to solid wall

3

2nd element

40

D424.de-A2 Constructional connection to lightweight partition

D424.de-C2 Element joint

Knauf Cavity Dowel Hartmut, in
metal studs and in each section of
the wall, a ≤ 312.5 mm

Corridor F30
Wall bracket 51 x 40 x 2 mm

≤ 10
≥ 100

65

67

65

Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
for end element on site

Corridor F30
Element width

Sealing tape
3

Element width

Element width

40

Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended
Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics

Notes

For spacing of fasteners on solid wall see installation of
D424.de page 34.
For loadbearing connection on non-parallel walls fix each
element with 2 rivets. See also page 35.
D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings
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Construction details
D425.de Corridor F30 Swing
Scale 1:5 I Dimensions in mm

D425.de-D1 Load bearing connection to solid wall

D425.de-D2 Load bearing connection to lightweight partition
140

140
Use non-combustible fasteners and
anchors suited to the substrate
e.g. L bracket 43 x 65 x 2 mm
Carriage bolt M6 x 35 mm with nut
and washer, a ≤ 312.5 mm
GKF strip 18 mm
Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
with element length ≥ 2500 mm

10 to 20 mm standard adjustment range (L bracket 43 x 65 x 2 mm)
10 to 36 mm extended adjustment range (L bracket 43 x 80 x 2 mm)

≥ 100

a=

a

96

67.5

Corridor F30 Swing
Suspension profile 35 x 54 x 15 x 8 x 1.5 mm
Metal screw with cutting point 4.2 x 13
Element length

a

a=

Knauf Cavity Dowel Hartmut, in metal studs and in
each section of the wall, a ≤ 312.5 mm
e.g. L bracket 43 x 65 x 2 mm
Carriage bolt M6 x 35 mm with nut and
washer, a ≤ 312.5 mm
GKF strip 18 mm
Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
with element length ≥ 2500 mm

96

67.5

D425.de

Corridor F30 Swing
Suspension profile 35 x 54 x 15 x 8 x 1.5 mm
Metal screw with cutting point 4.2 x 13
Element length

10 to 20 mm standard adjustment range (L bracket 43 x 65 x 2 mm)
10 to 36 mm extended adjustment range (L bracket 43 x 80 x 2 mm)
Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended

D425.de-A3 Structural connection with shadow gap

D425.de-D5 Load-bearing connection to solid wall
with non-parallel walls

140

140

a ≥ 28
≤ 10

Corridor F30 Swing
U profile 35 x 81 x 28 x 2 mm

a ≥ 28

Element width

a=
15 to 43 mm
Length of U profile = element length

≤ 10

a=

96

Use non-combustible fasteners and
anchors suited to the substrate
L bracket 43 x 65 x 2 mm
Carriage bolt M6 x 35 mm with nut and
washer, a ≤ 312.5 mm
GKF
Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
strip
with element length ≥ 2500 mm
18 mm

67.5

67.5

Use non-combustible fasteners and
anchors suited to the substrate
L bracket 43 x 65 x 2 mm
Carriage bolt M6 x 35 mm with nut and
washer, a ≤ 312.5 mm
GKF
Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
strip
with element length ≥ 2500 mm
18 mm

96

D424.de

Details

U profile 35 x 81 x 28 x 2 mm for inclined
connections or shortened elements,
secure the element with 2 blind rivets
Element length

15 to 43 mm

Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics
For spacing of fasteners on solid wall see installation of
D425.de page 36.
Notes
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Metal screws with cutting point 4.2 x 13 screw fixed at
spacings of 1000 mm on the suspension profile as a slide
safety see page 36.

Construction details
D425.de Corridor F30 Swing
Details

Scale 1:5 I Dimensions in mm

D425.de-C1 Element joint with backing
■■ First and last element joint
100
GKF covering strips

Drywall Screw
TN 3.5 x 45, a ≤ 625 mm

67.5

67.5

Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
for end element on site

Corridor F30 Swing
Sealing tape

Corridor F30 Swing
Wall bracket 40 x 25 x 0.6 mm

D425.de

Use non-combustible fasteners and
anchors suited to the substrate

First or last
element joint

25
≤ 10

D424.de

D425.de-A1 Structural connection to solid wall

Sealing tape with
element length ≥ 2500 mm
3

2nd element

Element width

Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended

D425.de-A2 Constructional connection to lightweight partition

D425.de-C2 Element joint

Knauf Cavity Dowel Hartmut, in
metal studs and in each section of
the wall, a ≤ 312.5 mm

Corridor F30 Swing
Wall bracket 40 x 25 x 0.6 mm

67.5

67.5

Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
for end element on site

Corridor F30 Swing
Sealing tape
Element width

25
≤ 10

Sealing tape with
element length ≥ 2500 mm
3

Element width

Element width

Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended
Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics

Note

For spacing of fasteners on solid wall see installation of
D425.de page 36.
D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings
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Construction details
Special details

Details
D424.de-SO1 Anchoring of loads in profile backing

Scale 1:5 I Dimensions in mm

D424.de-SO2 Loads with separate suspension

100

D425.de

D424.de

Design for D424.de Loads under acoustical plank ceilings

Drywall Screw
TN 3.5 x 25

Load per suspension point ≤ 5 kg
CD profile, a ≤ 800 mm

Sealing tape

Seal ring gap
with Uniflott

GKF covering strips
Drywall Screw TN 3.5 x 45,
a ≤ 625 mm

e.g. Smoke detector/lamp
or sign

Lamps, signs, smoke
detectors, loudspeakers.
Max. weight 10 kg,
Screw fasten to CD runner

Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended

Top view anchoring of loads in profile backing

Top view with separate suspension

Scheme drawing

Scheme drawing

CD Runner, a ≤ 800 mm

Load per connection point
of the luminaire ≤ 5 kg

Arrange GKF covering strips on the first and second
element joints beside the element under load

Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics

Fastening of low loads up to max. 0.5 kg, such as e.g. smoke detector installation, can be screwed on directly to the element with suitable
metal screws.
For loads less than 5 kg, several anchoring points at any required spacing are allowed.

Notes

Maximum weight:
■■ Anchoring of loads in profile backing: 10 kg; per anchoring point max. 5 kg
■■ ≥ 10 kg with separate suspension (rated for the corresponding load)
Minimum height of the plenum or spacings from installations of at least 50 mm are to be observed.
For the protection of electrically conducting units with built-ins/assemblies against folding, secure against demounting/or lifting and removal
(see page 24).
Elements carrying loads, which are fixed with profile backing may not have further loads with a seperate suspender point passing through
them.
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Construction details
Special details
Design for D425.de Loads under acoustical plank ceilings

D424.de

Details
D425.de-SO1 Anchoring of loads in profile backing

Scale 1:5 I Dimensions in mm

D425.de-SO2 Loads with separate suspension

Drywall Screw
TN 3.5 x 25

Load per suspension point ≤ 5 kg
CD profile, a ≤ 800 mm

Sealing tape
with element
length ≥ 2500 mm
Sealing tape

Seal the ring
gap using
Uniflott

Lamps, signs, smoke
detectors, loud speakers
Max. weight. 10 kg,
Screw fasten to CD Runner

e.g. Smoke detector/
lamp or sign

D425.de

100
GKF covering strip
Drywall Screw
TN 3.5 x 45, a ≤ 625 mm

Sealing tape
with element length
≥ 2500 mm

Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended

Top view anchoring of loads in profile backing

Top view with separate suspension

Scheme drawing

Scheme drawing

9.5 mm
GK strip

CD Runner, a ≤ 800 mm

Load per connection point
of the luminaire ≤ 5 kg

Arrange GKF covering strips on the first and second
element joints beside the element under load

Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics

Fastening of low loads up to max. 0.5 kg, such as e.g. smoke detector installation, can be screwed on directly to the element with suitable
metal screws.
For loads less than 5 kg, several anchoring points at any required spacing are allowed.

Notes

Maximum weight:
■■ Anchoring of loads in profile backing: 10 kg; per anchoring point max. 5 kg
■■ ≥ 10 kg with separate suspension (rated for the corresponding load)
Minimum height of the plenum or spacings from installations of at least 50 mm are to be observed.
For the protection of electrically conducting units with built-ins/assemblies against folding, secure against demounting/or lifting and removal
(see page 24).
Elements carrying loads, which are fixed with profile backing may not have further loads with a separate suspender point passing through
them.
D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings
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Construction details
Special details

Details
D424.de-SO3 Lateral section of protective box

D424.de-SO4 Longitudinal section of protective box

y

Cut-out width
≤ 306 mm

65
x

Cut-out length
≤ 1650 mm

D425.de-SO3 Lateral section of protective box

D425.de-SO4 Longitudinal section of protective box

Lighting fixture
max. 10 kg,
attach to
CD Runner

y

Cut-out length
≤ 1650 mm

67.5

ca. 50

18 mm GKF
protective box

Construction height h

CD Runner for attachment of luminaire
Drywall Screw TN 3.5 x 35

≤3

70
≤4
CD Runner for
attachment of luminaire
18 mm GKF
Drywall Screw TN 3.5 x 35
protective box
Drywall Screw
TN 3.5 x 45, a ≤ 625 mm
GKF strip with
sealing tape
Lighting fixture
max. 10 kg,
attach to
CD Runner

≤3

Lighting fixture
max. 10 kg,
attach to
CD Runner

ca. 50

18 mm GKF
protective box

Construction height h

CD Runner for attachment of luminaire
Drywall Screw TN 3.5 x 35

Construction height h

CD Runner for
attachment of luminaire
18 mm GKF
Drywall Screw TN 3.5 x 35
protective box
Drywall Screw
TN 3.5 x 45, a ≤ 625 mm
GKF strip with
sealing tape
Lighting fixture
max. 10 kg,
attach to
CD Runner
Cut-out width
≤ 306 mm

Scale 1:5 I Dimensions in mm

70

≤4

Construction height h

x

Top view
Construction dimensions element GKF protective box

Scheme drawing

Element length
Cut-out length

x

Element width

Cut-out width

y

x

y

D425.de

D424.de

Design for lighting fixtures/built-ins with protective box

Cut-out dimensions
■■ Cut-out length ≤ 1650 mm
■■ Cut-out width ≤ 306 mm
Minimum spacing from edge D424.de
■■ x = 45 mm
■■ y = 48 mm
Minimum spacing from edge D425.de
■■ x = 225 mm
■■ y = 48 mm
Construction height h:
■■ Max. 300 mm up to cut-out length 306 mm
■■ Max. 125 mm from cut-out length 306 mm to 1650 mm

Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics
Minimum height of the plenum or spacings from installations of at least 50 mm are to be observed.
Arrange lighting fixtures/built-ins in the center of the element.
Notes

For the protection of electrically conducting units with built-ins/assemblies against folding, secure against demounting/or lifting and removal
(see page 24).
Elements carrying loads, which are fixed with profile backing may not have further loads with a seperate suspender point passing through
them.
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Construction details
Special details
Recessed luminaires/light fittings

Drywall
screw

CD Runner across element width
Drywall screw

Drywall
screw

Lighting fixture max. 10 kg
x

D424.de-SO6 Lateral section of built-in lighting with sheet metal

Lighting fixture max. 10 kg

Lighting fixture length

Lighting fixture length

Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended

Top view

Construction dimensions element, recessed luminaires
Cut-out length

x

Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended

Scheme drawing

Element length
x

Element width

y

Cut-out width

y

x

Sheet metal strip
Drywall screw

D425.de

Details
D424.de-SO5 Lateral section of built-in lighting with CD profile

Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics

Type T38/17
Type T38/12
Frameless and flush
Round luminaires
Cut-out dimensions
Cut-out dimensions
■■ Cut-out lengths 600/900/1200/
■■ Ø = 230 mm
1500 mm
Minimum spacing from edge D424.de
■■ Cut-out width 100 mm
■■ x = 50 mm
Minimum spacing from edge D424.de ■■ y = 48 mm
■■ x = 50 mm
Minimum spacing from edge D425.de
■■ y = 60 mm
■■ x = 200 mm
Minimum spacing from edge D425.de ■■ y = 48 mm
■■ x = 60 mm
■■ y = 60 mm

Benefits of prefabricated ceiling element with luminaire
Luminaire type T38/17 LED

Luminaire type T38/12 LED

Properties

Type LED 4000K

Dimensions (w x l x h)

■■ Frameless luminaire, F30 fire resistance ex-works
installed in acoustical plank ceiling
■■ The luminaire element is used instead of a ceiling element
■■ Housing made of sheet metal
■■ Distribution of light using satined acrylic glass
■■ 1.5 m connection cable, 3-pole Wieland plug

T38/17 LED - 600

100 x 600 x 38 mm

T38/17 LED - 900

100 x 900 x 38 mm

T38/17 LED - 1 200

100 x 1200 x 38 mm

T38/17 LED - 1 500

100 x 1500 x 38 mm

Properties

Type

Dimension
(Ø x installation depth)

■■ Recessed ceiling luminaire for integration in F30 fire resistance
acoustical plank ceiling
■■ No additional protective box is required here
■■ Aluminium housing
■■ Distribution of light with cover glass
■■ 1.5 m connection cable, 3-pole Wieland plug

T38/12 LED

230/260 x 38 mm

Detail D424.de-SO5/SO6 also possible in same way for system D425.de
Minimum height of the plenum or spacings from installations of at least 50 mm are to be observed.
Notes

D424.de

Scale 1:5

Arrange lighting fixtures/built-ins in the center of the element.
Elements with T38/17 and T38/12 built-ins do not necessarily need to be secured against folding, secure against demounting/or lifting and removal.
Photometric input data for calculation with lighting can be found at www.knauf.de
D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings
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Construction details

D424.de

Special details
Securing the elements with luminaires/other
built-ins/assemblies
For the protection of electrically conducting units with built-ins/assemblies
against folding, secure against demounting/or lifting and removal.

D425.de

D424.de

Scheme drawings
Anchor the L bracket in the
element with drywall screws

Element with
built-ins/assemblies

Top view

L bracket in
the corner
area of the
element

An L shaped bracket in every corner area of the ceiling element must be
screw fixed or dowelled to the wall and ceiling element.

D425.de
Drywall Screw TN
9.5 mm GKF Strip
Alternative
fastening

Top view

9.5 mm gypsum board strips
Drywall screws
Alternative drywall screw

Slide in a 9.5 mm GK strip between the wall connection and the ceiling
element and secure it with drywall screws.
The ceiling element can be moved with an alternative fixing method.
Precondition: The connection cable is long enough.
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Construction details
Special details - frieze
Details

Scale 1:5 I Dimensions in mm

e.g. Metal screw with cutting
point 5.5 x 19, a ≤ 625 mm
UD Runner 28/27
CD profile, a ≤ 417 mm

Band grid suspender
C band grid profile
12.5 mm Knauf Piano fire-resistant board
Screw M6 x 35 mm with nut and
washer, a ≤ 312.5 mm
Sealing tape

Wall bracket 51 x 40 x 2 mm
Fasten the C band grid profile with
blind rivets on the band grid
suspender

2x 12.5 mm Knauf Piano
Drywall
fire-resistant board
Screw TB,
a ≤ 250 mm
Drywall Screw TN
Use non-combustible fastners and anchors suited
to the substrate, a ≤ 625 mm
Frieze ≤ 1250 mm

D425.de

Threaded rod with nuts and
washers acc. to structural
requirements, a ≤ 800 mm

D424.de

D424.de-D5 Loadbearing frieze connection, level Corridor F30

≤ 10

Element length

D424.de-A3 Constructional frieze connection, level Corridor F30
Threaded rod with nuts and
washers acc. to structural
requirements, a ≤ 800 mm
e.g. Metal screw with cutting
point 5.5 x 19, a ≤ 625 mm
UD Runner 28/27
CD profile, a ≤ 417 mm

Drywall
2x 12.5 mm FeuerschutzScrew TB,
platte Knauf Piano
a ≤ 250 mm
Drywall Screw TN
Use non-combustible fastners and anchors suited
to the substrate, a ≤ 625 mm
Frieze ≤ 1250 mm

Band grid suspender
C band grid profile
12.5 mm Knauf Piano fire-resistant board
Screw M6 x 35 mm with nut and
washer, a ≤ 312.5 mm

Wall bracket 51 x 40 x 2 mm
Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
for end element on site
Fasten the C band grid profile with blind
rivets on the band grid suspender
≤ 10

Element width

3

Element
width

■■ Edge spacing first / last suspension ≤ 100 mm
Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics

Gypsum board-frieze cladding must also be screw fastened in the UD Runner.
Notes

For further information on planning and design of frieze application similar to a Knauf Board Ceiling, see System Data Sheet Knauf Board
Ceilings D11.de.
D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings
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Construction details
Special details - frieze
Scale 1:5 I Dimensions in mm

D425.de-D3 Loadbearing frieze connection, higher level Corridor F30 Swing
≥ 50

D425.de

D424.de

Details

Use non-combustible
fasteners and anchors
suited to the substrate,
a ≤ 625 mm

Threaded rod with nuts and washers acc. to
structural requirements, a ≤ 800 mm
Carriage bolt M6 x 40 mm with nut and
washer, a ≤ 312.5 mm
Band grid suspender
C band grid profile
e.g. Metal screw with cutting point 5.5 x 19

e.g. Metal screw with
cutting point 5.5 x 19,
a ≤ 625 mm
UD Runner 28/27
CD profile,
a ≤ 417 mm

Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
with element length ≥ 2500 mm
2x 12.5 mm Knauf
Suspension profile
Piano fire-resistant board
35 x 54 x 15 x
8 x 1.5 mm
Drywall Screw TN
Metal screw with
Filler + Trenn-Fix
cutting point 4.2 x 13
Element length

Frieze ≤ 1250 mm

D425.de-A4 Constructional frieze connection, higher level Corridor F30 Swing
≥ 50
Threaded rod with nuts and washers acc. to
structural requirements, a ≤ 800 mm
Carriage bolt M6 x 40 mm with nut
and washer, a ≤ 312.5 mm
Band grid suspender
C band grid profile
e.g. Metal screw with cutting point 5.5 x 19
Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
with element length ≥ 2500 mm

Use non-combustible fasteners and
anchors suited to the substrate
a ≤ 625 mm
e.g. Metal screw with cutting
point 5.5 x 19, a ≤ 625 mm
UD Runner 28/27
CD profile, a ≤ 417 mm

2x 12.5 mm Knauf Piano
fire-resistant board

Optional, cladding unnecessary for
fire resistance
Frieze ≤ 1250 mm

Sealing tape with
element length ≥ 2500 mm

U profile 35 x 81 x 28 x 2 mm
GKF covering strip
≤ 10

Element width

28

3

Element
width

■■ Edge spacing first / last suspension ≤ 100 mm
Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics

Gypsum board-frieze cladding must also be screw fastened in the UD Runner.
Notes
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Metal screws with cutting point 4.2 x 13 screw fixed at spacings of 1000 mm on the suspension profile as a slide safety see page 36.
For further information on planning and design of frieze application similar to a Knauf Board Ceiling, see System Data Sheet Knauf Board
Ceilings D11.de.
D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings

Construction details
Special details - frieze
Details

Scale 1:5 I Dimensions in mm

170
Carriage bolt M6 x 35 mm
with nut and washer,
a ≤ 312.5 mm

D424.de

D425.de-D4 Loadbearing frieze connection, level Corridor F30 Swing
70

Fix Sheet metal bracket with rivet 3 x 6,
a ≤ 625 mm to the C band grid profile
Fix GKF strip with Drywall Screw TB
at spacing a ≤ 625 mm
on sheet metal bracket

D425.de

Threaded rod with nuts and washers acc. to structural
requirements, a ≤ 800 mm
Band grid suspender
C band grid profile
e.g. Blind rivet 3 x 6, a ≤ 800 mm
GKF strip 18 mm

UD Runner 28/27
CD profile, a ≤ 417 mm

2x 12.5 mm Knauf Piano
fire-resistant board
Drywall Screw TN

Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
with element length ≥ 2500 mm
Suspension profile 35 x 54 x 15 x 8 x 1.5 mm

Uniflott
Drywall Screw TB
Blind rivet 3 x 6 per CD profile

Frieze ≤ 1250 mm

Element length

1017

Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended

D425.de-A5 Constructional frieze connection, level Corridor F30 Swing
170
Carriage bolt M6 x 35 mm
with nut and washer,
a ≤ 312.5 mm

Threaded rod with nuts and washers acc. to structural
requirements, a ≤ 800 mm
Band grid suspender
C band grid profile
e.g. Blind rivet 3 x 6, a ≤ 800 mm
GKF strip 18 mm
Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
with element length ≥ 2500 mm

Fix Sheet metal bracket with
rivet 3 x 6, a ≤ 625 mm to the C band grid profile

Fix GKF strip with Drywall Screw TB at a
spacing ≤ 625 mm on
sheet metal bracket
UD Runner 28/27
CD profile, a ≤ 417 mm

2x 12.5 mm Knauf Piano
fire-resistant board
Drywall Screw TN
Frieze ≤ 1250 mm

70

U profile 35 x 81 x 28 x 2 mm
Uniflott
Drywall Screw TB
Blind rivet 3 x 6 per CD profile

013
Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended

≤ 10

Element width

3

Element
width

■■ Edge spacing first / last suspension ≤ 100 mm
Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics
Gypsum board-frieze cladding must also be screw fastened in the UD Runner.
Notes

Metal screws with cutting point 4.2 x 13 screw fixed at spacings of 1000 mm on the suspension profile as a slide safety see page 36.
For further information on planning and design of frieze application similar to a Knauf Board Ceiling, see System Data Sheet Knauf Board
Ceilings D11.de.
D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings
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Special versions

Intermediate support D424.de
Details
D424.de-E1 Centre suspension

Scale 1:5 I Dimensions in mm

Threaded rod with nuts and
washers acc. to structural
requirements, a ≤ 800 mm

D425.de

D424.de

Intermediate support

Suspender stirrup set
Screw M6 x 16 mm with nut
and washer
Sealing tape

Installation

Scheme drawing

(Centre suspension, T grid, corridor intersections, etc.)
Fixing spacings
Threaded rod M10 attachment to bare concrete ceiling
Element
width
in mm

Element length both sides in mm
1500
1750
2000

2250

2500

690

640

Fixing spacings in mm

Anchors e.g. Hilti HKD M10x40 / Hilti HUS-I 6 M10
396

800

800

750

Take into consideration one element fixture with 5 kg per meter length

Corridor F30
Element
length

Wall bracket 51 x 40 x 2 mm
≤ 10

≤ 10

Element
length

Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended

Threaded rod with nuts and
washers acc. to structural
requirements, a ≤ 800 mm
Suspender stirrup set
Screw M6 x 16 mm with
nut and washer
2x wall bracket 51 x 40 x 2 mm

D424.de-E2 Corridor intersection
Threaded rod with nuts and
washer acc. to structural
requirements, a ≤ 800 mm
Suspender stirrup set
Screw M6 x 16 mm with
nut and washer
Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
for end element on site

Fixing of the threaded rods to the basic ceiling with metal expansion anchors
(spacing acc. to table), spacing to edge of first or last suspension ≤ 100 mm.
Place two wall brackets on the rear back-to-back and screw the suspender
stirrup set with the hexagon screw, hexagon nut and washer. Fix the wall
bracket with the suspender stirrup set to the threaded rod using nuts and
washers. Level the wall bracket to suit the defined ceiling height and align
flush.
For center suspension the ceiling elements must be closed
and opened like a chessboard.

Corridor F30
Element
length

≤ 10

≤ 10

Element
width

First element joint after corridor intersection acc. to
Detail D424.de-C1
Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended
■■ Edge spacing first / last suspension ≤ 100 mm
Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics
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With T grids, corridor intersections, etc, it is important to
ensure that one sided loading of the center suspension is
avoided.

Wall bracket 51 x 40 x 2 mm

D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings

Notes

Fasten to the substrate and ceiling application using suitable
steel anchors ≥ M8 in acc. with the German National Technical
Approval (abZ) or European Technical Approval (ETA).
Should the Certificate of Usability not contain specifications
on the fire resistance duration, the fasteners with double
embedment depth (2 x hef | ≥ 60 mm) are to be set in
conjunction with a maximum calculated tensile load of 500 N.

Special versions

Scale 1:5 I Dimensions in mm

D425.de-E1 Centre suspension

2750

3000

570

535

Fixing spacings
Threaded rod M10 attachment to bare concrete ceiling

50
Threaded rod with nuts and washers acc. to
structural requirements, a ≤ 800 mm

Band grid suspender
C band grid profile
GKF strip
18 mm

Scheme drawing

(Centre suspension, T grid, corridor intersections, etc.)

250
50

Installation

D424.de

Intermediate support D425.de
Details

D425.de

Intermediate support

Carriage bolt M6 x 35 mm
with nut and washer,
a ≤ 312.5 mm

Element length both sides in mm
1500 1750 2000 2250 2500
Fixing spacings in mm

Anchors e.g. Hilti HKD M10x40 / Hilti HUS-I 6 M10
396

e.g. Metal screw with
cutting point 5.5 x 19

800

790

720

670

615

139

Take into consideration one element fixture with 5 kg per meter length

96

67.5

Element
width
in mm

GKF strip 18 mm
e.g. Metal screw
with cutting tip
5.5 x 19
C band grid
profile

Threaded rod with nuts and
washers acc. to structural
requirements, a ≤ 800 mm
Band grid suspender

Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm
with element length ≥ 2500 mm
Element length

1030

Element length

Sealing tape
2 x 20 mm with
element length
≥ 2500 mm

D425.de-E2 Corridor intersection
250

Threaded rod with nuts and
washers acc. to structural
requirements, a ≤ 800 mm
Carriage bolt M6 x 35 mm
with nut and washer,
a ≤ 312.5 mm
e.g. Metal screw with
cutting point 5.5 x 19

67.5

Band grid suspender
C band
grid profile
GKF strip
18 mm

U profile
35 x 81 x 28 x 2 mm
Suspension profile
35 x 54 x 15 x 8 x 1.5 mm
Element ≤ 10 10width
30

Slide safety
Suspension profile
or U profile

50

96

50

Sealing tape 2 x 20 mm with
element length ≥ 2500 mm

Carriage bolt with washer
and nut

Fixing of the threaded rods to the basic ceiling with metal expansion anchors
(spacing acc. to table), spacing to edge of first or last suspension ≤ 100 mm.
Fix the C band grid profile with the band grid suspender to the threaded rod
using nuts and washers. Level the band grid height to suit the defined ceiling
height. Implement longitudinal joint C band grid profile connectors (see page
34). Connect the band grid suspenders on both sides with 2 blind rivets Ø
3 mm, L: 6 mm or 2 metal screws with cutting point 5.5 x 19 together with the
C band grid profile. Fasten GKF strips with Drywall Screws TB to the C band
grid profile. Fill the butt joints of the GKF strips with Uniflott. With element
length ≥ 2500 mm attach sealing tape to the underside as shown in the detail
drawing. For installation of suspension profiles or U profiles see from page
36.
For center suspension the ceiling elements must be closed
and opened like a chessboard.

Element length

With T grids, corridor intersections, etc, it is important to
ensure that one sided loading of the center suspension is
avoided.

First element joint after corridor intersection acc. to
Detail D425.de-C1
Extension of the fire resistance Certificate of Usability
Prior consultation in acc. to page 5 recommended
■■ Edge spacing first / last suspension ≤ 100 mm
Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics

Notes

Fasten to the substrate and ceiling application using suitable
steel anchors ≥ M8 in acc. with the German National Technical
Approval (abZ) or European Technical Approval (ETA).
Should the Certificate of Usability not contain specifications
on the fire resistance duration, the fasteners with double
embedment depth (2 x hef | ≥ 60 mm) are to be set in
conjunction with a maximum calculated tensile load of 500 N.

D42.de Knauf Free-Spanning Acoustical Plank Ceilings
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Special versions
Bridging suspender

Bridging suspenders are used, e.g. for frieze applications, corridor intersections
or center suspensions, when the installation on the basic ceiling, e.g. due to a
high density of installations (pipes, cables, ducts, etc.) is not possible.
Application options
Free-spanning

D425.de

D424.de

Bridging suspender

Edge fixing to solid wall
(freely suspended / suspended on one side)

Distance from the end of the bridging suspender to the solid wall, approx.
10 mm.
The dowel for the anchoring of the wall connection bracket / shoe must have
have a valid National Technical Approval.
Load capacity per
■■ Wall connection shoe max. 60 kg
■■ Wall connection bracket max. 45 kg
Wall connection with wall connection shoe / wall connection bracket
Define the anchoring points for the bridging suspender on the solid wall and
drill a dowel hole.

Suspended on one side

1 Attach a wall connection shoe or wall connection bracket with
suitable dowels acc. to manufacturer’s specifications.
2 Screw fix the bridging connector on the wall connection shoe each
with three 5.5 x 19 metal screws with cutting point per side or screw fix
every wall connection bracket with four 5.5 x 19 metal screws with
cutting point from below.
Wall connection shoe
The dowel to be used must be rated for a transverse tensile load
of at least 0.75 kN.

Suspended on both sides

Rating
Maximum axial spacing of the bridging suspender 800 mm. If necessary, is
dependent on the load and attachment options so that a structural rating of the
axial spacing may be necessary. Several suspenders per bridging suspender
are possible. The sum of individual loads may not exceed the permissible
flexural stress in the bridging suspender.

2

1

Application

Scheme drawings I Dimensions in mm
Suspension with threaded rod
Determine suspension points on the bridging suspender. Drill the hole for the
threaded rod, ø depends on the threaded rod used. Suspend the bridging
suspender on the threaded rods with the respective washers and hexagonal
nuts.
Wall connection bracket
The dowel to be used must be rated for a transverse tensile load
of at least 0.5 kN.
50

Span width max. 5900

50

Beam length max. 6000

1

2

Suspension with suspender stirrup
Surround the bridging suspender with the suspender stirrup. Suspend the
bridging suspender on the threaded rods with washers and nuts: Attach
the suspender stirrup using metal screws with cutting point 5.5 x 32 on the
bridging suspender.

50

Span width max. 5900

50

Beam length max. 6000

Notes
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Select the bridging suspender to suit the structural
requirement.
Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics

Special versions
Bridging suspender

Wall connection with wall connection shoe / wall connection bracket
directly on the CW profile of the metal stud partition
Define the anchoring points for the bridging suspender on the metal stud
partition. Screw fix the wall connection shoe directly to the CW profile.
1 Screw fix the wall connection shoe using 12 drywall screws
TN 3.5 x 45 or a wall connection bracket with 9 drywall screws
TN 3.5 x 45.
2 On the rear of the GKF cover board apply a full surface coating of
Uniflott. Slide the GKF cover board over the wall connection shoe or
wall connection bracket and screw fix with 4 gypsum board screws
into the cladding of the metal stud partition.
3 Screw fix the bridging connector on the wall connection shoe each
with three 5.5 x 19 metal screws with cutting point per side or screw fix
every wall connection bracket with four 5.5 x 19 metal screws with
cutting point from below.
Wall connection shoe
2

1 Screw fix the sheet metal strips with 8 drywall screws
TN 3.5 x 45 per CW stud directly onto the CW studs.
2 Screw fix GKF cover strips centred and protruding on each side by
approx 4 cm into the sheet metal strips on the CW studs using drywall
screws TN 3.5 x 55.
3 Define the anchoring points of the bridging suspender on the GKF
cover strips. Screw fix the wall connection shoe using 12 drywall
screws TN 3.5 x 45 or a wall connection bracket with 9 drywall screws
TN 3.5 x 45.
4 On the rear of the GKF cover board apply a full surface coating of
Uniflott. Slide the GKF cover board over the wall connection shoe or
wall connection bracket and screw fix with 4 gypsum board screws
into the cladding of the metal stud partition.
5 Screw fix the bridging connector on the wall connection shoe each
with three 5.5 x 19 metal screws with cutting point per side or screw fix
with four 5.5 x 19 metal screws with cutting point from below.

Wall connection shoe
3

4

3

4

2

1

5

3

1

Wall connection bracket

Wall connection bracket
2
1

D424.de

Distance from the end of the bridging suspender to the cover board approx.
6 mm.
Load capacity per
■■ Wall connection shoe max. 60 kg
■■ Wall connection bracket max. 45 kg

Wall connection with wall connection shoe / wall connection bracket
between the CW studs of the metal stud partition
Define the specified attachment height of the metal stud partitions

1

2

5

3

Notes

Select the bridging suspender to suit the structural
requirement.
Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics
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Edge fixing to metal stud partition
(freely suspended / suspended on one side)

Special versions
Bridging suspender

D425.de

D424.de

Installing the C band grid profile

Suspend the C band grid profile with threaded rods and suspender
stirrup

Install the C band grid profile directly on the bridging suspender

1 Surround the bridging suspender with the suspender stirrup.
Fix the threaded rod with washers and nuts. Attach the suspender
stirrup using metal screws with cutting point 5.5 x 32 on the bridging
suspender.

1 Surround the bridging suspender with two-part band grid suspender
stirrup, screw fix with M8 x 16 mm screw, washers and nuts.

2 Fix the band grid suspender with washers and nuts to the threaded
rod.

3 Connect each band grid suspender stirrup with 2 blind rivets Ø 3 mm,
L: 6 mm or 2 metal screws with cutting points 5.5 x 9 to the C band grid
profile

3 Connect each band grid suspender stirrup with 2 blind rivets Ø 3 mm,
L: 6 mm or 2 metal screws with cutting points 5.5 x 19 to the C band
grid profile

2 Attach the band grid suspender stirrup using metal screws with
cutting point 5.5 x 32 on the bridging suspender.

1
1
2
3
2
3

Connections
Description

Suspender stirrup

■■ Supplied not bent
■■ Bend during installation
or
■■ Bend for installation

Band grid suspender stirrup

Band grid suspender stirrup

Transverse to C band grid profile

Parallel to C band grid profile

Predetermined
bending point

Predetermined
bending point

Predetermined
bending point

Avoid damage to the coating.
Notes

Installed bridging suspenders with fire resistant coating must be visually inspected every 5 years for signs of corrosion, blisters, cracks,
spalling or other indications of damage.
Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics
Only install in dry rooms, max. room temperature 30 °C.
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Special versions

Ventilation units F30

Penetrations

There are different options, ventilation valves or dampers available for
installation in the metal fire protection ceilings. However, it is important to
ensure that the ventilation valves for the Corridor F30 (Swing) are approved
by a National Technical Approval. The ceiling systems where they can
be installed should be taken from the specifications in the approval. The
installation of the components is generally ex-works in pre-manufactured
elements.

Penetrations for the sprinkler system

Trox L-KU-K30 fire damper
For the isolation of air terminal devices in self supporting fire-resistant
suspended ceilings in the event of a fire.

Cable penetration

D424.de

Ventilation units I Penetrations

D425.de

■■ The sprinkler pipes must be made of: Steel, stainless steel or copper.
■■ Max. exterior diameter of the sprinkler pipe 34 mm.
■■ After successful placement of the sprinkler pipe, seal the ring gap fully
using Uniflott.
■■ In case of flexible sprinkler pipes, project related application should be
clarified with the system manufacturer.
■■ For every cable that penetrates the ceiling element, a hole
(max. Ø 13 mm) must be drilled in the ceiling plate.
■■ After successful placement of the cable, seal the circular hole fully using
Uniflott.
Seal the circular gap
with Uniflott

Cable penetration ≤ 13 mm
Sprinker pipe ≤ 34 mm

Strulik BCF fire damper
The BCF fire damper ideally combines the function of an fully adjustable
ventilation inlet and outlet valve in fire resistance class K30-U.

Possible ventilation built-ins
■■ Wildeboer BV 90 Fire Protection Valve (Z-41.8-697)
■■ Strulik BCF Fire Damper (for wet installation) (Z-41.3-331)
■■ Strulik BCF-2 Fire Damper (Z-41.3-647)
■■ Strulik BTZ-2 Fire Damper (Z-41.3-549)
■■ Strulik LB-K30 U Fire Protection Valve (only for F30-A usage)
(Z-41.3-336)
■■ Strulik BW-K30 U Fire Protection Unit (only for F30-A usage)
(Z-41.3-335)
■■ Trox L-KU-K30 Fire Damper (Z-41.3-320)
(Element length ≤ 2300 mm)
■■ Wildeboer FKU30 Fire Damper (FKU31 series) (only for F30-A usage)
(Z-41.3-304)
Caution

Before application, please ensure that the respective
approvals and certification are still valid and that Corridor
F30 (Swing) is included.
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Installation and application
Grid
Scheme drawings I Dimensions in mm

Wall connection without frieze

Mark the position of the wall bracket relative to the required ceiling height on
walls and supports.
Observe the requirement for the plenum underneath fittings, beams, etc.
Select the punched hole (select a suitable hole diameter for the selected
fastener).
Depending on the requirement, butt join the wall connection in the corner
area or implement with mitre.
Fasten to solid walls using non-combustible fasteners suitable for the
substrate at spacings acc. to the table, on the metal stud partitions with
Hartmut cavity dowels at spacings of 312.5 mm in every stud and in every
section.

Wall connection with shadow gap
Stud
15 mm Fireboard strip
Knauf Hartmut cavity dowel
Wall bracket
51 x 40 x 2 mm

Fixing spacings
Threaded rod M10 attachment to bare concrete ceiling
Anchors e.g. Hilti HKD M10x40 / Hilti HUS-I 6 M10
250

396

800

800

800

800

800

500

396

800

800

800

800

800

750

396

800

800

800

800

800

1000

396

800

800

800

800

800

1250

396

800

800

800

800

780

Take into consideration one element fixture with 5 kg per meter length
Fixing of the threaded rods to the basic ceiling with metal expansion anchors
(spacing acc. to table), spacing to edge of first or last suspension ≤ 100 mm.
Fix the C band grid profile with the band grid suspender to the threaded rod
using hexagonal nuts and washers. Level the band grid height to suit the
defined ceiling height. Connect the band grid suspenders on both sides with
2 blind rivets Ø 3 mm, L: 6 mm or 2 metal screws with cutting point 5.5 x 19
together with the C band grid profile.

≥ 50

Threaded rod with nuts and
washers acc. to structural
requirements
Band grid suspender
C band grid profile
e.g. Blind rivet

≤ 10

D425.de

D424.de

Installation D424.de

Mark the position of the required ceiling height on walls and supports.
Observe the requirement for the plenum underneath fittings, beams, etc.
Define the depth of the shadow gap (≤ 10 mm). Mark the upper edge of the
Fireboard strips. Fasten ≥ 50 mm high Fireboard strips to the connection
wall. Seal the joints of the Fireboard strips with Fireboard filler. Mark the
position of the wall bracket on the Fireboard strips.
Apply the wall bracket in the same way as the wall connection without frieze.

Implement longitudinal joint C band grid profile connectors.
≤ 250 mm

Fastening spacings on solid wall
Element width
in mm

Element length in mm
1500
1750
2000

2250

2500

Fastener spacings in mm

Fastener minimum load-bearing capacity of 0.5 kN against shear and
withdrawal. Observe the manufacturer's specifications.
396

625

625

625

625

625

Take into consideration one element fixture with 5 kg per meter length

Circumferential frieze connection
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Connector
Connect C band grid profile with band grid
suspender on each side with Metal screw with cutting
point 5.5 x 19 or alt. Blind rivet Ø 3 mm, L: 6 mm

Install the gypsum board frieze in the same way as a Knauf Board Ceiling
(see Knauf Board Ceiling D11.de). Screw fasten to the UD Runner also.
Fasten the area cladding using Drywall Screws TB at spacings of ≤ 750 mm
(1st layer) or ≤ 250 mm (2nd layer) in the C band grid profile. Fasten
GKF strips with Drywall Screws TB. Seal the joints of the GKF strips with
Uniflott. Mark the wall bracket anchoring points at spacings ≤ 312.5 mm.
Recommendation: Install the wall bracket 1.5 mm lower than the frieze
cladding. Drill the fixing holes in the GKF strips and C band grid profile.
Install the wall bracket using the supplied screws, washers and nuts. Install
the wall bracket flush and aligned.

Installation and application
Ceiling elements
Installation D424.de – continued
Bolt M6 x 35 mm with nut and washer
Wall bracket 51 x 40 x 2 mm
GKF strip t = 12.5 mm
Drywall Screw TB
UD Runner
CD Channel

D424.de

Check the joint and the squareness to ensure a uniform width of 3 mm.
Ensure that the adjusting hole is covered.

D425.de

In case of sloped or front side wall connection ensure minimum support.

2x
12.5

≥ 70

3 mm joint
Adjusting
hole

Note

Fasten to the substrate and ceiling application using suitable
steel anchors ≥ M8 in acc. with the German National
Technical Approval (abZ) or European Technical Approval
(ETA).
Should the Certificate of Usability not contain specifications
on the fire resistance duration, the fasteners with double
embedment depth (2 x hef | ≥ 60 mm) are to be set in
conjunction with a maximum calculated tensile load of 500 N.

Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics

Inserting the ceiling element

Before inserting, remove the foam strips and/or protective foil from the face
of the elements, if present.
Attach sealing tape on the long side of the first and last element.
Lift the ceiling element at a slant over the wall bracket into the plenum.

2 rivets per element
≤ 10 Element length

Note

In case of sloped wall connection fix each element with 2 rivets.

Installation of GKF element joint covering strip
Cut GKF covering strips for the first and last element joint to fit and screw fix
with Drywall Screws TN 3.5 x 45 at spacings ≤ 625 mm in an element (see
e.g. Detail D424.de-C1).
Wear clean cotton gloves.
Notes

The sealing tape may not be damaged.
The high weight of the ceiling necessitates that at an
element length ≥ 1500 mm at least two persons install the
ceiling elements.

Align and lower the ceiling element.
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Installation and application
Grid

D425.de

D424.de

Installation D425.de

Scheme drawings I Dimensions in mm

y2

Loadbearing wall connection without frieze

y1

Mark the position of the L bracket relative to the required ceiling height on
walls and supports. Select the punched hole (select a suitable hole diameter
for selected fastener). Fasten to solid walls using non-combustible fasteners
suitable for the substrate at spacings acc. to the table, on the metal stud
partitions with Hartmut cavity dowels at spacings of 312.5 mm in every stud
and in every section.
Fasten GKF strips with Drywall Screws TB. Fill the GKF strip joints and the
connection of the GKF strips to the partition with Uniflott. With element length
≥ 2500 mm attach sealing tape to underside as shown in the Details drawing.
Fastening spacings on solid wall
Element
width
in mm

1500

1750

Element length in mm
2000
2250
2500

2750

3000

Fastener spacings in mm

625

625

625

625

625

625

625

Take into consideration one element fixture with 5 kg per meter length
Determining the installation dimension of the suspension profile
Determine the installation dimension of the suspension profile, measure the
room width at several locations, average out the width of the shadow gap x.
Caution

x

23.5

y1 = (room width - element length) / 2 + 23.5

Fastener minimum load-bearing capacity of 0.5 kN against shear and
withdrawal. Observe the manufacturer's specifications.
396

z

y2 = (room width - element length) / 2 + 23.5 + z
Caution

The following dimensions must be measured on location:
Room width, element length and dimension z

Suspension profile with gypsum board strips
140
Fasteners
L bracket
GKF strip 18 mm

Determine the dimensional tolerances of the room width
(mark guiding line in the room center)

Check whether the adjustment range is sufficient with the ordered element
length.
Slide safety
Suspension profile

Sealing tape
2 x 20 mm
with element length
≥ 2500 mm

Carriage bolt with washer
and nut

Element

x

Room width

Standard adjustment range
Extended adjustment range
Caution

x = 10 to 20 mm
x = 10 to 36 mm

x

Drill holes for carriage bolts at spacings ≤ 312.5 mm in GKF strips. Metal
screws with cutting point 4.2 x 13 screw fixed at spacings of 1000 mm on
the suspension profile as a slide safety. Install the suspension profile flush
and aligned. Only use the supplied carriage bolts and ensure washers are
installed. Install the 2nd suspension profile parallel, flush and aligned. Ensure
that the slide safety's are installed opposite one another.

Dimension x out of adjustment range
→ on request
Screw fix metal screws with
cutting point 4.2 x 13 as a sliding
safety at spacing of 1000 mm on
the suspension profile

Make the fine spacing adjustments. Install and tighten all screws correctly.
Test the load capability or lay in the original elements.
Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics
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Installation and application
Grid

≤

31
2.5

15-43

Sealing tape
2 x 20 mm
with element length
≥ 2500 mm

Frieze connection
Fixing spacings
Threaded rod M10 attachment to bare concrete ceiling

D424.de

Scheme drawings I Dimensions in mm
Version with U profile for non parallel walls
Installation of L brackets and GKF strips as described beforehand. Drill holes
for carriage bolts at spacings ≤ 312.5 mm in GKF strips.
Install the U profile 35 x 81 x 28 x 2 mm flush and aligned. Only use the
supplied carriage bolts and ensure washers are installed. Make the fine
spacing adjustments, pay attention to the required minimum contact surface
for the ceiling elements. Install and tighten all screws correctly.

Anchors e.g. Hilti HKD M10x40 / Hilti HUS-I 6 M10
250

396

800

800

800

800

800

790

780

500

396

800

800

800

800

800

790

750

750

396

800

800

800

800

790

760

720

1000

396

800

800

800

800

800

790

770

1250

396

800

800

800

800

790

760

720

Take into consideration one element fixture with 5 kg per meter length
Higher level frieze connection

2 rivets per element
≤ 10
≥ 28

Note

In case of sloped wall connection fix each element with 2
rivets.

Front side wall connection without frieze
Without shadow gap
Mark the position of the wall bracket relative to the required ceiling height on
walls and supports. Select the punched hole (select a suitable hole diameter
for chosen dowel). Fasten to solid walls using non-combustible fasteners
suitable for the substrate at spacings acc. to the table page 36, on the
metal stud partitions with Hartmut cavity dowels at spacings of 312.5 mm in
every stud and in every section.
With shadow gap
Installation of L brackets and GKF strips as described for loadbearing
connection. Drill holes for carriage bolts at spacings ≤ 312.5 mm in GKF
strips. With element length ≥ 2500 mm attach sealing tape to underside as
shown in the Details drawing. Attach the U profile 35 x 81 x 28 x 2 mm to the
L bracket through the GKF strips (Length U profile = element length). Only
use the supplied carriage bolts and ensure washers are installed. Make the
fine spacing adjustments, pay attention to the required minimum contact
surface for the ceiling elements. Install and tighten all screws correctly.

Fixing of the threaded rods to the basic ceiling with metal expansion anchors
(spacing acc. to table), spacing to edge of first or last suspension ≤ 100 mm.
Fix the C band grid profile with the band grid suspender to the threaded rod
using nuts and washers. Level the band grid height to suit the defined ceiling
height. Connect the band grid suspenders on both sides with 2 blind rivets Ø
3 mm, L: 6 mm or 2 metal screws with cutting point 5.5 x 19 together with the
C band grid profile.
Threaded rod with nuts and
washers acc. to structural
requirements
Band grid suspender
C band grid profile
e.g. Blind rivet

Implement longitudinal joint C band grid profile with connectors
(see also D424.de page 34).
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Installation D425.de – continued

Installation and application

Installation D425.de – continued

Implement longitudinal joint C band grid profile with connectors
(see also D424.de page 34).

Install the gypsum board frieze in the same way as a Knauf Board Ceiling
(see Knauf Board Ceiling D11.de). Screw fasten to the UD Runner also. With
element length ≥ 2500 mm attach sealing tape to underside as shown in the
Details drawing. Mark the predetermined spacings for the suspension profiles
or U profiles. Drill the fixing holes. For installation of suspension profiles or U
profiles see page 36.

Fasten 170 mm wide GKF strips on the C band grid profile with Drywall
Screws TB at spacing of a ≤ 625 mm. Fix 100 mm wide GKF strips and 53
mm wide glued GKF strips to the sheet metal bracket with Drywall Screws
TB at spacing of a ≤ 625 mm according to the sketch. Fill butt joints of the
GKF strips with Uniflott.
170

Sheet metal
bracket
GKF
strip

≥ 50
UD Runner
CD Channel

GKF
strip
18 mm

Drywall
screw TB

Sealing tape
2 x 20 mm
with element length
≥ 2500 mm
Slide safety
Suspension profile
or U profile
Carriage screw with washer
and nut

Level frieze connection

70

Drywall
Screw TB
Glued
GKF strip

53

Scheme drawings I Dimensions in mm

100

D425.de

D424.de

Grid

Connect CD Channels to sheet metal angle with rivets Ø 3 mm, L: 6 mm, or
alternatively screw fasten during cladding with Drywall Screws TB. Install the
gypsum board frieze in the same way as a Knauf Board Ceiling (see Knauf
Board Ceiling D11.de). Screw fasten to the UD Runner also. Fill all joints with
Uniflott. With element length ≥ 2500 mm attach sealing tape to the underside
as shown in the detail drawing. Mark the predetermined spacings for the
suspension profiles. Drill the fixing holes. For installation of suspension
profiles or U profiles see from page 36.
Sealing tape
2 x 20 mm
with element
length ≥ 2500 mm

Fixing of the threaded rods to the basic ceiling with metal expansion anchors
(spacing acc. to table page 37), spacing to edge of first or last suspension
≤ 100 mm. Fix the C band grid profile with the band grid suspender to the
threaded rod using nuts and washers. Level the band grid height to suit the
defined ceiling height. Connect the band grid suspenders on both sides with
2 blind rivets Ø 3 mm, L: 6 mm or 2 metal screws with cutting point 5.5 x 19
to the C band grid profile. Connect sheet metal angle with blind rivets
Ø 3 mm, L: 6 mm to the C band grid profile at spacing ≤ 625 mm.
Sheet metal
bracket

Threaded rod with nuts
and washers acc. to
structural requirements
Band grid suspender
C band grid profile
Blind rivet

CD Channel

Slide safety
Suspension profile
or U profile
Blind rivet

Note

Carriage bolt with washer
and nut

Fasten to the substrate and ceiling application using suitable
steel anchors ≥ M8 in acc. with the German National
Technical Approval (abZ) or European Technical Approval
(ETA).
Should the Certificate of Usability not contain specifications
on the fire resistance duration, the fasteners with double
embedment depth (2 x hef | ≥ 60 mm) are to be set in
conjunction with a maximum calculated tensile load of 500 N.

Contained in the scope of delivery = bold print
Material not provided by Knauf = printed in italics
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Installation and application
Ceiling elements I Cut-to-fit ceiling element
Installation D425.de – continued

Cut-to-fit ceiling element

Suspending ceiling elements

Transfer the necessary cutting dimensions onto the ceiling element.
Unscrew the GKF board

2

3

1

Repeat the same working procedure for oppositely positioned tilted
suspension points. If necessary, adjust the spacing of the suspension profiles
Tighten all screws correctly. Check the joint and the squareness to ensure a
uniform width of 3 mm.
Ensure minimum support in case of sloped or front side wall connection.
Installation of GKF element joint covering strip
Cut GKF covering strips for the first and last element joint to fit and screw fix
with Drywall Screws TN 3.5 x 45 at spacings ≤ 625 mm in an element (see
e.g. Detail D425.de-C1).
Wear clean cotton gloves.
Notes

D425.de

1 Guide ceiling element
to suspension profile
2 Guide ceiling element via
suspension edge
to suspension profile
3 Lower and suspend ceiling
element

D424.de

Before inserting, remove the foam strips and/or protective foil from the face
of the elements, if present.
Attach sealing tape on the long side of the first and last element.

Scheme drawings

Cut the ceiling element sections using a suitable cutting tool. Cut back the
mineral wool by the thickness of the board strips. Prepare the board strips
and slide into the U profile for cut boards. Slide the U profile for cut boards
on the edge between ceiling element and the GKF board. Screw the U profile
for cut boards from above through the GKF board using Drywall Screws and
from below through the metal ceiling element using steel rivets.
Note

The rivet will create a joint between the support wall bracket
/ U profile and the ceiling element.

Drywall screw, spacing from the
front sides approx. 90 mm, at
spacing of max. 400 mm from one
another
Mineral wool
Board strip

The sealing tape may not be damaged.

U profile for
cut element

The high weight of the ceiling necessitates that at an
element length ≥ 1500 mm at least two persons install the
ceiling elements.

Steel rivet, spacing from the front sides approx.
90 mm, each at spacing of max. 400 mm from
one another

If necessary, apply sealing tape 2x 20 mm to the end element on site.

Notes

Wear clean cotton gloves.
The sealing tape may not be damaged.
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EPD

Videos for Knauf systems and products can be found under the
following link:
www.youtube.com/knauf

The iPad App Knauf Infothek now provides all the current
information and documents from Knauf Gips KG at any time and
in every location in a clear and comfortable way.
Knauf Infothek
Knauf Direct
Technical Advisory Service:
knauf-direkt@knauf.de
www.knauf.de
D42.de/eng/07.19/0/Dbl

Knauf Gips KG Am Bahnhof 7, 97346 Iphofen, Germany
All technical changes reserved. Only the current printed instructions are valid. The stated information represents current state-ofthe-art Knauf technology. The entire state of approved engineering rules, appropriate standards, guidelines, and rules of craftsmanship are not included herewith. These and all application instructions have to be adhered to separately by the installer. Our
warranty is expressly limited to our products in flawless condition. All application quantities and delivery amounts are based on
empirical data that are not easily transferable to other deviating areas.
All rights reserved. All amendments, reprints and photocopies, including those of excerpts, require our expressed permission.
The stated constructional and structural design specifications and characteristics of building physics of Knauf systems can
only be ensured with the exclusive use of Knauf system components, or other products expressly recommended by Knauf.

